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Introduction
This study is concerned with therelationship between creative writing and literary
study. Naturdly, oneflows from the other; there must first be something written before
writing canbeMalyzed. However, is this a one-wayflowfrom thecreative spring to the
analytic recesses of themiiid, or are these two mental operations farmore mingled?
Throughout my academic studies in English literature andcreative writing, I have
noticed a strongdivide separating thesetwo faces ofEnglish studies. Literature professors
enjoystudying theworks of the masters and ruminating onvarying meanings, but some have,
fromtime to time, confessed possessing a yearning to write, a yearning to produce material
similar in quality to what they study. Creative writingprofessorsare similarlypassionate
about their respectivefields, exploring possibilities of variation in their ownwork, but some
have, on occasion, wished to learn through research the histories ofothers, through analysis
ofothers' works add to their own understanding. However, those who profess themselves
students ofboth divisions within the discipline find themselves asked, as though by
squabbling relatives: "Whose side are you on?"
The face ofhigher education is changing. More students are seeking interdisciplinary
solutions to the problems inherent in study in one major or department. New combinations of
majors and specialties are created as students take control oftheir schedules and individually
tailor their programs ofstudy. The expectation that students will study beyond their
bachelor's degree has risen, and more join the ranks ofthat nebulous body known as
"graduate students." As an aspiring fixture faculty member, I see a growing need to blend the
stark distinctions between departments, programs, and specializations.
As a memberofthis generationofstudents, I haveexperienced fiustrationtrjringto
reconcile the separation of creative writing from literary studyin the English department.
Hours ofreading to isolate common themes, pinpoint veiled opinions, and dissect the
psychology of the text have leftme frustrated withmyownwriting. Likemy instructors, I
wanted to create, but found it impossible to form complete agendas before I put pen to paper.
Conversely, hours of writing creatively, exploringmy mind, surprisingmyselfwith variety
and intrigue, left me unable to think deeplyabout anal5^ical writing. Like my creativewriting
instructors, I wanted to research my stories, but found the whole process dreary and
unexciting.
Despite this difficulty, I have discovered that after these years ofreading, studying,
and listening, I have absorbed something after all. My creative writing shows the influences
ofmy analytic and scholarly study, not only now that myMA studies in English are nearly at
an end, but also, as I look back down the trail of stories I have written for the last eight years,
in every tale I have ever constructed. Every class, article, and idea that I have been
introduced to as a learning adult is resident in my mind, a rich storehouse packed with items
ofinterest, the fruit separated from the chaff,waiting for exploration.
Every person who has logged years in academia has a similar storehouse, a similar
minewaiting to be explored. Not all choose to explorethis place in the sameway; many
scholars are content to staywhere they have been, to continueworking in the same capacity
they enjoy. For others, satisfaction cannot be found in this stability.
Thosewhowould cross this barrier, who would challenge the divisionbetween study
and creation, need not go alone. At one time, the writerwas inseparable from the scholar; it
was impossibleto becomeonewithout beingthe other.Dante Alighieri, Geoffrey Chaucer,
and John Mihon did not venture toward creation without the study ofliterature, history, and
religioustheory. Thoughwomen had a somewhat more difficult time procuring an education,
Christine de Pizan, Mary WoUstonecraft Shelley, and Virginia Woolfalso ventured into the
realmof imaginationwith extensive foreknowledge and deep thought. Thework of this
admirable company involved the consideration and recovery ofideas froma storehouseof
knowledge, a creative venture not formed in .avoidj Today,we have the record ofthese
scholar-writers before us, a record that can he reproduced in us. i
G. S. Lewis is one example ofa scholar-writer somewhat-closerto oiar time. Like the
great minds mentioned above, Lewis also was first a scholar and thinker. He studied the
history ofEnglish literature, wrote several critical works examining medieval and
renaissance literature, and lectured at Oxford and Cambridge. He is also famous for his
creative fiction, both fantastic, as appearing in the chronicles ofNamia, and science fictional,
such as Out of the Silent Planet (1938), Perelandra (1943), and That Hideous Strength
(1945). Following an adult conversion to Christianity, Lewis was also a very prolific
Christianwriter. All three ofthese distinct aspects ofLewis's intellectual lifewere expressed
simultaneously. Because ofthis diverse intellectual life,Lewis had every right to be too
distractedby the separationsbetween literatureand creativewriting to forge fantastically
creative work. Still, he managed to harness the energycreated by this chaotic intellectual life
and channel it into his fictiGn,-a.fictionthatis bothwildly creative-and, at the sametime,
deeply rooted in his beliefs and scholarly study. • ^
, ; Lewisexemplifies; the successful writer whomanaged to employhis academic
storehouse to the fullest, takingan areaof literature—rthat of allegory—which is highly
intellectual, analyzing it to his fullest capacity, and thenreproducing it himselfyears laterin
awonderful and imaginative way. Tofiilly understand theways inwhich Lewis employed
hisscholarly interests, I will compare one ofhisworks of literary analysis with one ofhis
novels. TheAllegorv ofLove: AStudy InMedieval Tradition (1936), a bookbased on
Lewis's master's thesis, examines the intellectual and sometimes difficult-to-understand
genre of allegory. TheVova^e ofthe "Dawn Treader'' (1952), one of theNarma chronicles,
is certainly an example of all^ory ^d at thesame timea unique expression ofLewis's
beliefsand loves written in the form ofchildren's literature. '
As a youngwriter begiiming my intellectual andwriting adventures,-1 too havesought
to access my storehouse of learning in producing themanuscript "DeadLanguages." In it, I
explore my interpretation of somethingsI have found interesting in my scholarly studies.
Aspects of my three undergraduate majors, anthropology, histoiy, andEnglish, combine in
"Dead'Languages" with my creative writing interests. The result presented here is part ofa
longer work that I will continue to refine after I completemy studies.
Through these two examples, that ofi.the scholar-writer Lewis and my own, one can
see that fentastic imagination is alive in ^the-ivory toweri" and, in fact, one cannot survive
without the influence ofthe other. The Vovaae of the '*Dawn Treadei^' and "Dead
Languages" are written for the sake ofcreative ^ting. Both works that possess strong-
characters with whom the reader can identify, wellrestablished fantastic settings, and a plot
that involves these characters fiilly vwth the setting. As works offiction, they engage a- - ^
reader's imagination. At the same time, both The Vovage ofthe "Dawn Treader" and "Dead
Languages" seek to asfc certain questions about the nature ofmankind^ our world,-and certain
definitionsofgenre. These questions, both for Lewis and for me,were first explored in
scholarly study. These creative works showhow one might use analytic conclusions to write
creatively and remain true to the form ofcreativewritingwithout denying the fruits of
intellectual labor. They show, when coupled with the scholarly ideas ofthe authors, that the
relationship between creative writing and scholarly study is far more a relationship ofopen
sharing than one ofscant negotiations between separate realms of study.
Glive Staples Lewis: A Creative Writer and Scholar
Clive StaplesLewis, known as C. S. or Jack Lewis (1898-1963), is famous for his
scholarly works, his fantastic fiction, arid his religious non-fiction. He created widely
popular, be^tiful, and carefully crafted allegorical works which mirrored his exploration of
those features in other authors. His religious views are often expressed in his novels through
his creative and fantastic use ofthe beliefs and ideals he studied in medieval allegory. Lewis
explored these tropes ofallegory while writing his master's thesis, eventually published eight
years hecompletedgraduatestudy as TheAllegory ofLove, andexpress^! these ideas
in his allegorically Christiannovels twentyyears after that publication(Wilson 143).The
chronicles ofNamia, an rmmeinsely popular series about a group ofBritish schoolchildren's
adventures in a landbythe samename, is perhaps his rnost famous work; but alsothe one
most criticized for its "blatantChristianity" (Jbhes 11). '
As a young man, Lewiswas an atheist, deciding beforehis entryto college that there
washo "orhrup'otehtheing" (Wilson 42).However, lieexperienced an adult conversion in
1929. His conversion was difficult andtheworkhe produced afterhe converted, suchas the
parodyTTie Pil^m's Regress: An Allegorical Apoloev for Chiistianitv. Reason'^d
Romanticism (1933), wias's^ca^icand scathing; for several years he searched for a new, and
in some ways more gentle, wayto express hisnewfound faith before he eventually
discoveredan outlet in the form of the novel, chiefly the Namia series (Wilson 134).
However, Lewis not only had spiritualobligations to fulfill for himself in writing; he
also, as a college lecturer, hadscholarly obligations. In 1936 The Allegory ofLovewas
published, aworkthat is a purely scholarly discussion of a genre thatwasoften Christian
(Wilson 133-135); inLewis's own words, however, "...my subject is secular andcreative
allegory, not religious and exegeticalallegory" fAllegory 48:2). Though LewisbeganThe
Allegory ofLove as he studied toward his master's thesis in literature, saidthough his
religiousviews changed before it was published, the fundamental aimofthe work remained
the same: to discuss, maturelyand intellectually, the medieval genre ofallegory. This
scholarly study examines courtly love, allegory, and the idea that allegorywas the dominant
form ofmedieval literature as well as specifically analyzing The Romance ofthe Rose, the
works ofChaucer, Gower, Thomas Usk, and Spenser's The Faerie Oueene. It is evident that
the scholarly mind which produced this study was well read and well versed in the traditions
of scholarly writing. It is difficult to imagine the serious and learned Oxford don who
casually used Latin and Greek phrases such as "multa renascentur quae jam cecidere,
cadentque quae nunc sunt in honore" [ofall that fell before, much will rise again, and will be
restoredin honor] as also the creator offanciful children's literature fAllegory title page).
•As a schola'iy work and a treatise on a literary genre. The Allegory-ofLove iwas
successful and is still considered an important work-in exploring British allegory and
medieval love poetry.When investigated as a sourceofinspiration forNamia, however. The
AllegoryofLove is even more interesting.-Lewis's biographer, A.N. Wilson, commentson
The Allegory ofLove: 'Moreover, in showing us what'he loves about The Faerie Oueene. he
shows us in embryo what hehardly knows at thispointhimself: Thesortofbookswhich he
himselfwill excelat. In his descriptions of Spenser's Christian purpose, his blending of
allegorywith adventure, hisuse of homely familiar figures, like St.George, sideby sidewith
figures from a mucholdermythology and figures.from his ownimagination, Lewis is
actually writing a recipe forhowto construct theNamiachronicles" (145). This"recipe" that
Lewis presents in The Allegory ofLove explores the featuresofmedieval allegory,in a
devoted and affectionate manner. Lewis seems to enjoy speculating about meaning in The
Allegory ofLove, though he occasionally"pokes fun" at the creators ofallegory: "We hear
the bell clang; and the children [authors playing irreverently with allegorical courtly love as a
religion], suddenly hushed and grave, and a little frightened, troop back to their master" (43).
It is obvious that Lewis is enchanted, inspired, and passionate about his chosen topic of
analysis, the shifting and slippery realm ofallegory. This enchantment eventually informed
his style of creative writing.
Allegory, also known as the "language ofthe other," is a genre that has to some ^
extent fallen by the wayside ofmodem literary study. Edward Quinn, author ofA Dictionary
ofLiterary and Thematic Terms: defines allegory as "a type ofnarrative in which the surfece
story reflects at least one other meaning" and states that "in allegory, the suifece stoiy is.
often an arbitraryexcusefor the secondary meaning""(12). Using allegory as a patternfor
storytelling is verydifficultbecause the authormust carefiilly chosewhich sjmibols represent
these othermeanings, symbols that may bemisinterpreted bythcTeader. TheOxfordEnglish
Dictionarystatesthat allegory is ^Hhe description of a subject underthe guiseof someother
subject ofaptly suggestiveTesemblance," and informs that the word itself is made from the
Greek words for"other '^ (allos) and "to speak^" specifically, "to speak inthemarketplace"
(agoreuein). All definitions indicate a deeper meaning than thesurfece text would permit.
Lewis studied theunquestionably allegorical works ofthemedieval era: parables, morality
plays, and, astheOED states, "extended orcontinued metaphor[s]" are all considered tobe
traditional allegory. Works written since theMiddle Ages that employ this use ofmetaphor
sometimes aren't labeled as allegory because allegory wasno longer a trend afterthat time
period. It had become a thing of thepasti Lewis states inThe Allegory ofLove "every •
metaphor is an allegory in little," and would seem to disagree withthe trend ofthe 19^
centuryto label allegoryas an outdatedmode of expression (60).
Lewis states that the "other language" ofallegorydoes not enchantmodempeople—
we have *-grown away" from it. We mustwork at "reconstmctingthat long-lost stateof
mind" rAllesorv 1). After the MiddleAges, allegoryas a form of expressionwas no longer
popularand later all but disappeared. The handful of allegorical works written fromthat time
to the time ofLewis include John Bunyan's The Pilgrim's Process. Jonathan Swift's
Gulliver's Travels, and Samuel Taylor Coleridge's "The Rime ofthe.Ancient Mariner," all
works that Lewis, as a scholar studying this genre, also knew, and that reappear along with
aspects ofmedieval allegory in his creative fiction, especially Namia. Namia, written as an
allegory^ is an attempt to renew this form. Lewis, as a writer working with this form of
expression, must acknowledge these famous allegorical texts in order to begin to represent
this difficult-to-grasp style of"other-speak" writing for modem writers. This was an activity
that Lewis would have found both necessary and enjoyable. This passion for the genre, this
love ofthe blending and mingling ofmythology and imagination with femiliar symbols,
adventure, and Christianity, enchanted and inspired Lewis creatively.
"Inavery few pages, there isa rich concentration ofall that he has most intensely felt
and enjoyed asa reader—^the talking animals ofhis own early stories, thefauna ofclassical
mythology, thecold Wagnerian gust ofNorthem-ness brought by thewitch, thedrama of
religious confrontation, when thechildren witness 'deeper magic from before the dawn of
time,'" Wilson says ofNamia in his C.S. Lewis: aBiography (220). From thevery begiiming
ofthe chroniclesofNamia, The LiorL theWitch, and theWardrobe(1950), it is obviousthat
Lewis was inspired by his studies; and includes those ideas he finds most interesting about
thegenre hestudied inTheAllegory ofLove. Before he'ever wrote the chronicles ofNamia,
he felt that ideas and the fantasy one couldcreatefrom those ideaswere sometimes more
important than reality: "The phantomperiods forwhich the historiari searches in vain [...] all
these have their place in a history moremomentous than that which commonlybears the
name" fAllegory 23). He seems to be creating in Namia a mythical history ofsorts, a history
ofhis own search and fulfillment ofChristianityand a history ofthose academic discoveries
he finds most significant.
It is certain that Lewis meant to write allegory and had an agenda, "something to say"
with Namia; in his own words "I wrote the books I should have liked to read ... The proper
reason for writing a children's story is because a children's story is the best art form for
something you want to say" (Jones 11). In Lewis we have an author who has studied
academically the allegory genre in which he writes, and because ofthis study, creates a
fiction not only from and for himselfbut also from and ofhis studies. The willful jumble of
tropes which his Namia books sharewith other late allegoricalworks and with Christian
allegoriesofpainful transformation revealsan author hard at workwithin the slipperymles -
systemofallegory; it also reveals the difficulties ofwriting from scholarly study.
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Thoughworking with allegory asa mode ofexpression can bedifficult, Lewis wrote
the chronicles ofNamiavery quickly. In less than four years all seven books were finished
(Wilson 220). The learned scholar/the sarcastic convert, and thescientist all butdisappear in
the creator ofNamia, an energetic narratorwho evokes a sense ofwonder, mystery, and
adventure in the reader. These books have become a landmark text for the generations of
childrenwhowereyoung readers in the decade of theirpublication andsince that time. It is
the fact that Lewis wrote the chronicles as the "books I should have liked to read" that makes
themso appealing and entertaining.'In addition to beingenjoyable to write, Narmaappears to
have been a serious outpouring andcelebration ofLewis'sChristian beliefs bolstered byhis
studies in allegory and literature.
Book three in the chronicles ofNamia, Lewis's The Voyage ofthe "Dawn Treader^'.
is perhaps, of the seven chronicles, the novelwith the most obvious parallels to other
allegoricalworks which Lewis knew. Swift's Gulliver's Travels and Coleridge's "The Rime
ofthe Ancient Mariner," in particular. This novel, then, shows the most direct relationship
between Lewis's.academic studies and his creative writing.
In The Vovage ofthe 'T)awn Treader^' two ofthe original Namia children, Lucy and
Edmund, who have visited Namia in the previous-two books," enter the magical land through
a painting ofa ship, taking their disagreeable cousin, Eustace, with them. They find
/
themselves onboard the ship in the painting-which, in Namia, is the royal ship -"Dawn •
Treader" sailed by the king ofNamia, Caspian. Caspian is on a quest for "a year and a day"
to find the seven Telmarine, lost lords ofNamia: Lord Revilian, Lord Bern, Lord Argoz,
LordMavramom, Lord Octesian, Lord Restimar, and Lord Rhoop (Lewis Vovage 16,161).
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Rumors that the land ofAsian, Lewis's Namian Christ figure, Hes beyond the eastern
seaprovide an additional reason whyReepicheep, oneofLewis'sfavorite talking animals, is
onboard. "It is always fi'om the east, across the sea, that the greatLion comesto us," and
Reepicheep wishes to join him(16). The crewandpassengers travel from island to island
following the trail ofthe lost telmarines to the end ofthe eastern sea.Theygo throughmany
adventureson their way to the end ofthe world, including abolishing slaveryon one of the
islands, having one oftheir number turn into a dragon, findingwater that turns things to gold,
meeting an island fiill of invisible people, sailing around an islandwhere dreams, all dreams,
come true, and meeting a retired star before finally reaching the end ofthe world and the
barrier to Asian's country.
The Vovage ofthe "Dawn Treader" is an adventure in the literal sense. The
characters are continually interacting with their environment and meeting interesting people
as they journey from island to island. The relationship between this journey and the
adventures ofGulliver is obvious, and Lewis knew Gulliver's Travels well enough to refer to
it casually in The Allegory ofLove: "The courtly lover is as embarrassed as Gulliver was
among the horses, and can only plead that, ifGod made the things, at least he did not make
the names bywhich Reason refers to them" (149). The relationship ofThe Vovage ofthe
"Dawn Treader '^ to earlier allegorydoes not end there. Lewiswouldbe the first to say that
the names of characters in the medieval allegoryhe studiedare almost always significant
and, aswithSwift, intend to provoke a deeper kind of thought. The characters inTheVovage
ofthe "Dawn Treader" are no different.
The very names ofthe charactersare allegorical. Lewis, at some level,meant them to
illustrate some deepermeaning to the tale. Coleridge's poem"TheRimeof theAncient
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Mariner," which recounts the adventures of a sailor compelled to tell his story to a passing
wedding guest, is certainly relatedto TheVovage of the "DawnTreader '^. By their name
alone the "tell-marines"or talking sailorsofLewis's stoiy are related to Coleridge's poem, a
fact that, for an Oxford donwell versed in literature and philology, could scarcely havebeen
accidental. LordRhoop is particularly reminiscent of Coleridge's loquacious ancientmariner
when he cries out in horror, "Fly!Fly! Aboutwith your ship and fly! Row, row, row for your
lives away from this accursed shore" (Lewis Vovage 156^
Lord Bern is the first missingtelmarine found, and this normalBritish-sounding name
is like his normal British-like fate: he becomes a Duke ofthe Lone Islands. Lord Octesian, a
name that sounds as if it could be from a list ofEmperors ofRome, was found on Dragon
Island, the place where Eustace is trapped by greed. Lewis's Lord Restimar, whose name
seeming to be a marriage between the English "rest" and the Latin "mare" or sea (Handford
"mare"), removed his armor to bathe on a strange island. He is strikingly like Spenser's
Redcross knight from The Faerie Oueene (a work that Lewis was particularly devoted to in
The Allegory ofLove^who removes his armor'to rest bya cool stream and almost loses his
life to the giant and the evil Duessa. Restimar actually does lose his life when he touches the
*T)eathwater" that turns him to gold, making his "rest in water" eternal indeed. Lord '
Revilian, the manwho certainly evokes revulsion^ commits evil at Asian's table by reaching-
in a fit of piquefor the veryknifethat killed AslanrLordArgoz andLordMavramom sleep
there with him, onewith a namethat sounds like a snore, the otherwaiting for mom. And of
course, what better captain to have on a journey across the sea than a man named, like the
body ofwater betweenRussia and theMiddle East, Caspian?
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Eustace himself seems named for a saint martyred by the Romans for refusing to
sacrifice animals to the Romangods. SaintEustacewas boiled alive in a goldenbull, at least
a little like the heat and gold associated with the dragon; and both Eustaces' bodies remain
intactthroughtheir experiences (Detroit, par. 1).In TheAllegory ofLove.Lewisspeaks
aboutthe mingling of Christian andRoman concepts: "Both springfrom thewholemental
life of the periodin question; bothreflect the spirit of those centuries ofmoral and religious
experimentfrom which Christianityfinally emergedvictorious" (Lewis Allegory 57). In The
Voyage ofthe "Dawn Treadef\ Lewis purposefully borrows and mingles concepts and
names from different languages, periods,books, and religions. The religious significance of
Eustace's name would not have gone unnoticed by Lewis. The names ofcharacters are
sometimes their very function in allegory, and it is certain that Eustace is meant to indicate a
religious transformation.
This transformation is perhaps the most striking ofthe allegorical situations in The
Voyage ofthe "Dawn Treader^'. The story ofEustace begins in a way that Lewis admired in
The Allegory ofLove when he wrote ofAndreas's Council ofRemiremont: "It begins, as a
good story should, with a young man lost in a forest" (Lewis, Allegory 37). Eustace, wanting
to escape being put to work, wanders offfrom the group repairing the "Dawn Treader." He is
quickly lost in a wood and misguided by a fog, losing his way completely. He witnesses the
death ofa dragon, and wanders into the dragon's cave, finding treasure there and planningto
take as much as he could stuff in his pocketsbackwith him. There he sleeps, but whenhe
awakens, he finds he has metamorphosed into a dragon. VHe had turned into a dragonwhile
he was asleep. Sleepingon a dragon's hoardwith greedy, dragonishthoughts in his heart, he
hadbecomea dragonhimself (Voyage 75). Because Eustace"deep downinside [...] liked
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bossing and bullying" (2), his first thoughts are ofconquest inhisnew dragon form, butthey
soon pass intoaterrible loneliness as herealizes he isno longer partof the human race. "He
wanted to be friends. Hewanted to getbackamong humans and.talkand laughand share
things"' (75-76). Thismarks thebeginning ofEustace's transformation intoa good boy, a boy
who, by the endofthe book, "had improved" so that "you'd neverknowhimfor the same
boy" (216). Eustace, after crying his dragonish eyesout, decides to join the rest of the
voyagers and convince them ofhis identity.
He is seen and recognizedas a dangerous dragonlongbefore the others talk with him.
The adventurers meet him on the beach with swords dravwi, ready to charge. Their readiness
to fight is reminiscent ofLewis's comment about allegory in The Allegory ofLove: "All our
serious imaginative work, when it touches morals, paints a conflict: all practical moralists
sing to battle or give hints about the appropriate strategy" (Allegory 58). Throughout The
Allegory ofLove. Lewis noticed that ,allegory and military terms seemed inseparable. Even
the most gentle and polite ofallegorical figures had strategy^'and so do feminine Lucy and
the others. In this case the strategy is to^ attack the dragon all together to destroy it, but
Eustace acts cowardly and waddles pitifully until Reepicheep bravely speaks with him to
discover the problem. They soon realize that the dragon is their "fiiend" Eustace. Instead of
continuing to be "a bother" Eustace in this draconic form becomes helpfiil and, gradually, is
genuinely liked by his companions. He survives for some time-as a dragon, and "The
pleasure (quite new to him) ofbeing liked and stillmore, of liking other people, wasnvhat
kept Eustace from despair '^ (84). Eventually, the others discover that Eustace shows no signs
of turningback into a boyany time soon, andthe"DawnTreader '^ has to depart. It is then
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thatAsian finally intercedes on thebehalfof thetravelers and helps Eustace regain his
human form. • '
Asian comes to Eustace one night and leads him to a place where there is a sacred
pool. He tellsEustacethat hemust remove his clothes to stepin the pool, but Eustace cannot
shedenough of his scaly dragonskinto enterthewater. Asian then sayshemust undress
Eustace; 'Hhe very first tear he madewas so deepthat I thought it had gone right into my
heart. Andwhen hebegan pulling the skinof^ it hurt worse than anythingI've felt. The only
thing that made me able to bear it was just the pleasure offeeling the stuffpeel off You
know-ifyou've ever picked the scab ofa sore place. It hurts like billy-oh but it is such fun to
see it coming away" (90). When Eustace is ready, Asian throws him in the stinging water of
the pond and Eustace is cured. Asian dresses him and he returns to the sailors.
Scholars linger on this strange, painful transformation and return ofEustace and
Asian's part in it Gwyneth Jones, in her article "C.S. Lewis and Tolkien: Writers for
Children?'.' remarks on this seeming fescinationwith the painfiil. "Much later, I would
discover the same taint running through the whole ofNamia as one finds in Lewis's ^adult'
fantastic fiction: a deliberate investigation ofpain and shame, always for moral
improvement; but distinctly^ childishlyorgiasticat the sametime. The scab-pickingaspectof
the Namian experienceis part ofthe over-fable of redemption; or ofconversionas I preferto
put it" (8). Jones noticed the same thing that GilbertMeilaender discusses in his book The ^
Taste For the Other: The Social and Ethical Thought ofC.S. Lewis:
Asian does what Eustace himself cannot do. He transforms
Eustace-makes him over into a person fit for community. And
the transformation is a painful one. There is no other way for
the bossing and bullying selfto be changed. For such a self it
must be painful for the Lion to peeLoffthe layers which serve
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as barriers against true community. Eustace*s conversion and
baptism are the beginning of his cure. TheChristian life is for
Lewis a pilgrimage-a processofsanctification understoodin
terms ofthe Christian stoiy. Throughout this journey pain
functions to remind the Christian that the sinful selfwill have
to be killed, completelyand totally, beforehe is fit to share in
the community ofthe regenerate. (110)
Wilson, asLewis's biographer, would certainly readily confirm the sadness anddeath
that occurred inLewis's life, the publicshaming he endured at occasional functions where
his radical ideaswere dresseddown. For Lewis, painwas a tangiblething; and like Eustace,
Clive Staplesthought, "he almost deserved it" (Lewis Voyage 2). Allegoiy, this presentation
of a surface storythat truly reflects a deeper meaning, proved a ready place forLewisto
workout his thoughts on Christianity and pain, and hadthe added benefitof beinga realmhe
• "1- • , ^ - I • • .
had thoroughly traveled in his scholarly studies.
In Lewis's own words, in order to understand allegory, "We must conceive a world
emptied ofthat ideal of 'happiness' -a happiness grounded on successfiil romantic love-
which still supplies the motive ofour popular fiction" (Lewis Allegorv 4). Indeed, romantic
love is neatly sidestepped in much ofNamia because the main characters are all related to
each other. Namia is far more about an eternal love, Asian's love, Christian love, than it is
about the love between two people. It is about pain and conversion and having many dark
hours and dark thoughts but having someone to tum to for salvation. Like the medieval poets
he studied, Lewis managed to write, in Namia, an allegory not about love and romance, but
about love and God, and the combination of symbol and allegory that represents them.
"Hiis interpretation ofallegory reminds one ofThe Allegory ofLove's discussion of
allegory as the dominant mode ofexpression in medieval literature. The combination of
symbol and allegory present in medieval poetry are what enchantedLewis. He enjoyed the
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variable combinations and endless interpretations possiblewith allegory. Well-known
symbols certainly areblended inThe Vovage ofthe 'DawnTreader". notlimited to the lamb
of peace and Father Christmas, but including the symbols from theRomantic period like
thosefound in Coleridge's "TheRime of theAncient Mariner." According to Lewis inThe
Allegorv ofLove, the personification of emotions is allegory, a conscious representation of a
man's feeling. Symbol, Lewis says, is the archetype from which emotion came, the perfect,
more real emotion than those we actually feel (45). Somewould say that allegorywas
replaced by symbol. In ADictionary ofLiteraryand Thematic Terms. Quinnstates; "By the
19th century, allegorical techniquehadbegun to fall from favor. Symbolism, anothermethod
of representing an alternative meatung, becamethe preferred foiin. Symbolism andallegory
sometimes overlap, but there is an importantdistinction betweenthe two. A symbol bears a
natural relation to the events ofthe story..(12). Quiim states that an allegory's intent is to
separate the natural, separate recognizable representations ofreal life from the story, Lewis's
sentiment above.echoes Coleridge himself: "[symbol] is characterized by a translucence of
the Special in the Individual or ofthe General in the Especial or ofthe Eternal through,and in
the.Temporal. Jt always partakes ofthe Reality which it renders intelligible; and while it
enunciates the whole, abides itself as a living part ofthat Unity, ofwhich it is the
representative" (^'fiible" 734). Symbols are distilled emotions, things which evoke response.
If allegory evokes a similar response, is it then symbol? Is allegory a weak form ofsymbol?
Lewis seems to answer Coleridge directly when he says; "It is ofthe very nature of
thought ^d language to represent what is immaterial in picturable terms" fAllegorv 44),
responding to Coleridge's "Allegory is but atranslation ofabstract notions into a picture-
language" (734). For Lewis, this picture-language quality is anything but an inferior form.
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Lucylooked along thebeam and presently sawsomething in it.
At first it looked like a cross, then it looked like an aeroplane,
then it looked like a kite, and at last with a whirring ofwings it
was right overhead andwasan albatross. It circled threetimes
round the mast and then perchedfor an instant on the crest of
the gilded dragon at the prow. It called out in a strong sweet
voice what seemed to be words though no one understood
them. After that it spread itswings, rose, and began to fly
slowly.ahead, bearing a little to starboard. Drinian steered after
it not doubting that it offered good guidance. But no one except
Lucy knew that as it circled the mast it hadwhisperedto her,
"Courage, dear heart," and the voice she felt sure, was Asian's,
and with the voice a delicious smell breathed in her face. (159-
160)
Thispassage fi-om TheVoyage of the"Dawn Treader" certainly shows the strong Christian
symbol, the albatross, in close association withLewis'sChrist-figure, Asian. Compare this
with Coleridge's "The Rime ofthe Ancient Mariner" (1817):
At length did cross an Albatross:
Through the fog it came;
As if it had been a Christian soul,
We hailed it in God's name.
It ate the food it ne'er had eat,
And roimd and round it flew.
The ice did split and with a thunder-fit;
The helmsman steer'd us through!
And a good south wind sprung up behind;
The Albatross did follow,
And every day, for food or play.
Came to the Mariner's hollo! (736)
Here Coleridge also assodates the albatross with Christianity, the most common
theme ofmedieval allegory, though it seems out of place in his poem because ofhis
vehement argument that Romantic poetry is not allegorical. The albatross in "The Rime of
the Ancient Mariner" seems to be far more what we today consider to be allegory than
symbol because it clearly represents a Christ-figure. Lewis uses Coleridge's famous albatross
symbol in The Vovaee ofthe "Dawn Treader" knowing that readers would recognize the
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albatross from Coleridge's poem andassociate it with Christ, thus further associating Asian
with Christ. Lewis's choice ofthe albatross shows that he, through The Voyage ofthe "Dawn
Treader '^. is directly confrontingthe question of the use ofsymbol in allegory, and is using
this novel as a vehicle to ftuther his scholarly and religiousideas about allegory. Lewis's .
albatross, like Coleridge's, is an allegorical symbol ofChristianityand helps the lost shipout
ofdanger. Unlike Coleridge, Lewis is more clearwho the albatross is supposed to be, a
heavy-handedness that puts some readers off.
According to Gwyneth Jones's "C.S. Lewis and Tolkien: Writers for Children?"
many readers ofNamia give up saying, "Oh, I couldn't stick the Christian allegory," or say,
"It's just too preachy" (Jones 11). This scholar even goes so far as to say "Allegory is a
feeble form ofpropaganda" (Jones 9). She is answered by Lewis's own words echoing from
The Allegory ofLove: "When the demand is very strong a poor thing in the way of supply
will be greedily embraced" (66). Namia obviously fulfilled a void with its allegorical
Christian story, a void,which Jones and other children ofher generation filled with Lewis's
work. It is the very "propaganda" ofLewis that Jones finds more stimulating than another
"children's story" ofthe same time. The Lord ofthe Rings (1954) by J.R.R. Tolkien..It isi
obvious that.Lewis's scholarly knowledge ofallegory strengthened his creative work. Lewis
himself embraced the form ofallegory in-orderto satisfy his need for a children's Christian
allegory^ despite his comment in The Allegory of Love: "To this day you cannotmakepoetry
ofthat sort out ofthe Christianheavenand hell" (Allegory83). This expression of
Christianity was popular because it was writtenas fantastic allegory. Lewis's mixingof
reality,with fentasy is what drewmany readers intoNamia, and into the miracle storyof
Asian^d the various Christian situations the characters struggle with.
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It is not surprising that Lewis wrote about allegory, for as he says of medieval
authors, ..when allegory becomes a man's natural mode of expression it is inevitable that
hewill find moreandmoreallegory in the ancient authors whom he respects" (I^wis
Allegory 62). It seems Lewis moved intheopposite direction, from recognizing allegory to
writing it. Hislove ofbooks and study ismade material byhis own words: "Before usis our
ownworld, theworld of the printed or written p^e, and of the solitary readerwho is
accustomed to pass hours in the silent society ofmental images evoked bywritten
characters" fAllegory 64). Lewis's poeticstatement from TheAllegory of Lovecontinues to
resonate, thoughhe moved from analyst to creator withNamia. Lewis's personal knowledge
ofthe pain involved in a true and fiill conversion to Christianity may haye led him to Narnia,
but his contribution to those childrenwho grew up to become today's young scholars and
writers is tangible. The knowledge that he was not only an author playing with allegory, but
also a deeply learned scholar on the subject who can create fantastic and wonderful tales
from that study, indicates that.others can do so as well.
ThroughNamia, we are more than happy to listen to Lewis's "other language,"
allusions to other works, and transformations. Those who experience The Vovage ofthe
"Dawn Treader." like Reepicheep, experience a wonderful and miraculous journey. Lewis's
Namia is a triumph. It is not often that a modem scholar "practices what he preaches" and
writes,in the genre he studies. In Lewis there is proof and hope that a modem successful •>
allegory, a fantastic story ofepic proportions, can spring forth from an ordered scholarly ,
mind.
What follows is my employment of the knowledge I have gained from my scholarly
studies. "Dead Languages" is a story influenced by my,studies in college, as well as my,
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personal life. It is an example of thekinds ofstories I produce with my knowledge of the
craftof creative writing, but it is also a product of myscholarly academic work.
"Dead Languages" Manuscript
L PANEM INDESERTO
The ravenhobbledforward through thesand, hopping awkwardly, out ofhis element.
His spindlyfeet sank into thedesert's surface, theslightweight ofthe bird barelymarring
thesand that wasalready shiftingas though toerase the trackshe left there. The sunmade
hisfeathers more than black, an oil slickrainbow, rotating through an octave ofcolors. The
ravenstopped befored small half-loqfofbread and cockedhis head, examining itfrom
different angles beforepeckingat it, tearingoffd hunkofbrown andwhite. From thewound
in the loaf, bright bloodwelledforth, andshefelt a hunger, and the sandshifted beneath her.
Katherine woke suddenly, a copper taste in her mouth, twilight darkness surrounding
her. She was momentarily confused by the glow that seemed to signal dusk before she
remembered where she was; The walls ofher tent glowed faintly in anticipation of sunrise,
their illumination fading as the sun prepared to replace their light. She was lying on the floor
in a tangle ofblankets and could feel the land beneath their campsite slu^shly shifting. She
felt thirsty and dusty, ^though England's moist morning air made her hair fell across her
forehead in damp ringld:s. Sh^ kicked ofFhertheiih blankets, enjoying the sudden rush of
cool morning air, and reached for her old-fashioned Canteen, an artifact in its own right.
Plastic always gavewater a strange taste. Theground settledas the energynet that held it in
place tightened its control, gripping the reluctant earth.
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"Goodmorning to youtoo, sister," she said to thetrembling floor as shepicked
herselfup. "Don't fall on me today."
Thequiet sounds of thewaking camp filtered through the flex plasticfiber as
Katherine sat down onthe edge of her cot, canteen dangling between herknees. Shestared at
the insulated layersof silvermetallic tent floorbeneath her socked feetwhile she tried to
recapture the dreamthat was rapidly turning to mist. Grandmother always saidthat dreams
wereportents, things that called attention to what wasreally important, what we should really
be spending our timethinking about.Although what an endangered Corvuscoraxwandering
in an aridwaste helpinghimself to bakery productshad to do with here and now,Katherine
couldn't fethom. The chatter ofbirds was as completelyabsent here as it was everywhere
else on this island; only the lowvoices ofher studentsrousing themselvespenetrated the
early morning fog. England without ravens was something that had surprised her in college,
but the inevitability ofprogress had sent them to greener meadows.Katherine stood and
cracked her back, stiff from days ofcrouching and anight spent on the floor. "Sorry, Oma,
can't quite see the point ofthis one," she said to her absent mother's mother. She groaned
and pulled on her workpants; weird dreams or not, she wasn't going to let John beat her to
the excavation.
n. BESTIAE ET DRACONES COGNOUERUNT
The smell of her fresh breakfast ration almost, but not quite, overpowered the smell of
newly turned earth. Mother would not approve. Not only had Katherine managed to avoid
sitting at the table to eat, she was having breakfast at the edge ofa great hole in the earth, dirt
everjrwhere. Her life-long aversion to being "cooped up" served her well, considering the
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lackof amenities. Shewatched her perfectly balanced and"scientifically tasty" morning
drink slowly give itsheat away to thebrisk morning, wisps of steam rising from herthick
plastic cup, andthought about howlittle it resembled hermother's hand-ground coffee.
Whentheywere on excavation, theyatewhatthe Institute sawfit to afford them. At
least this time the Institutewas footing the bill for food, unlike the last twomajorexcavations
Katherine waspartof. FourweeksinGreenland living onnothing but concentrated protein
bars, bought in bulk and eaten coldto saveon energy costs,was lessthan fiin. Last year's
underwater excavation menu was more exciting; they had enough money fi'om the Greenland
finds to buymilitary foodstuffs left over frombeforethe development of FTLrocket drive.
She'd never forget the looks ofjoyful experimentation on her students' feces when they were
trying to choose between multicolored tubes of"Banana beef or "Kiwi chicken," the
remnants ofbulk food that soldiers flitting back and forth across the solar system would now
have no time to eat. They were too young to remember what the military's version of"beef
was supposed to taste like. City folk too young to remember anything unprocessed.
The sun was truly coming up now, sending tendrils across the sky, blurry through the
filmy windows just under the roofof the excavation area. Katherine stared at the geometric
gridlines that helped her work, a carefiil network ofbeams of light that crisscrossed the.
excavation, dividing it into manageable chunks ofdigestible data. The overhead ELCs
flickered and warmed to illuminate the dig's extra large, semi-permanent enclosure, sending
light down into the pit. The unnatural glow often gave Katherine headaches, but without it
she couldn't continuemining this landfill. The excavation, after two weeks ofdiggingdown
past the refuse often centuries, was finally about to reveal the artifact theywere after. She
climbed down into their man-madehole, plexistroladder creaking as she descended past
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person-sized hunks ofjagged quickcrete and asphalt, a record ofthepeople who very nearly
paved thisentire island. She passed layers ofearth where they'dfound discarded circuit
boards,Macintosh,Microsoft, slowlymoldering plastics, a graveyardofrubbishfrom the
information age. Deeper layers ofpure earth were imder this compacted landfill, layers that
hid secret cultural treasures, treasures worth a lot to the Institute.
"This looks just like my grandparents' basement," John had joked as they had^dug
through the trash. • • c
Just yesterday they had finally uncovered the remains ofsomeancient building
actuallyconstructed entirelyofwood. Thoughthe planks had disintegrated long ago, the
earth recorded reddish streaks where the wood nourished it, entombed in clay. She was ready
to guess that the building was from sometimewithin the second millenniumofthe Christian
era, certainly after Anno Domini 900, but before the great European migration to North
America. The remains of iron nails they found yesterday confirmed that it was from the
historic era. However, the lack ofany and all chemical damage from the industrial revolution
indicated that John's A. D. 1,800 guess was incorrect by at least a century. Yesterday he had
irritatingly assured her that his geo equipment, registered striation patterns ofthe earth that
proved her date was too early and his had to be more accurate, despite the lack ofchemical
confirmation.-This wide range ofyears would be impossible to narrow down until they found
more artifacts from the same age, further indications ofwhich Englishmen had lived here
before this great hole was dug for the disposal ofLondon's trash.
Katherine sighedas shejumped from the last ladder nmg to land in the soft earth at
the bottomofthe pit. Whywas it wrongto want to conductan excavation in the old.way?
John's method ofsendingbeamsof energythroughthe ground to recordwhatwas there was
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nomatch for actually brushingawaylayerupon layerof earth, gettinggrit underyour
fingernails, slowly uncovering clues about the long-lost people who once lived here. Three
machines recording the shape and sizeof every object under herfeet could not come close to
thewondershefeltwhenholdingan arrowhead in her handthat had oncebeenshaped,
chipped outof rockby an ancestral craftsman. These Northern European people, these
English islanders, wereresponsible formany ofthe advanced developments that ledto
modem life as they knew it. Thiswas an archaeologist's chance to uncover their secrets, to
seeand feel what theyhad shaped with theirhands in a timewhenreligionwasas important
asbreathing. This was herchance to uncover the layers, reveal thewaythese people of "the
darkage" had livedtheir lives, lives virtually unrecorded inwriting. The authors of the few
documents that survive didn't discuss demographics or how people really lived. The
geometrical size and shape ofa thingwere as importantto the human creature as the smell
and look and feel ofa thing; The flavorofan ancient people, a longing for knowledge of
what has passedbeyond, was reborn in her with each item they uncovered.Hadn't her slow
methods ofdiscovery been proven by a thousand years ofarchaeology?
Katherine sipped her ration as John's arrival interrupted her thoughts. He looked as
hastily dressed as she did, his tan mesh shirt slowly ridding itselfofwrinkles as he double-
timed it down the ladder. He bent over to catch his breath and his forehead crinkled as he
looked up at her, theillumination slowly fading from his eyes as his contacts adjusted to the
now bright room: How he could stand self-lighting films ofplastic over his eyes, she didn't
pretend to guess. She glanced over at him, glad now that her early arrival allowed her this
urmifHed advantage.
"Damn, Katherine. I can beat the sun, but I can't seem to beat you."
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She fought a smile and crouched, folding her long legs under her, unrolling her brush
kit between the gridlines in front of her.
"Yousleep likethe dead," shesaid to thepockets filled withbrushes before heras she
picked outa fat #20to accompany hertrowel. She noticed herfingertips were stained brown
from this long work, fingernails short and snag-free.
"There yougo again, morbid, morbid. It's a wonder you don't havenightmares. Little
Bird." His nickname for her reminded her ofsomething, somethingmisty that presently
escaped her.
"For a man who loves modem advances, you are positively old-fashioned in your
sexism," she said, covering her confusion while she tried to remember.
"Oh, we are grumpy this morning, Katherine. Didn't sleep well?"
"I've rested quite well enough to keep up with you, John. Ready?" she asked him as
she walked over to the grid square she had assigned herself ^
"Quite," he said as he opened his ever-present black case, opening the plastic clips
with his slender capable hands. He lifred out his black and silver thinkmodules and began
connecting the network of sensors around the grid to his devices. His computers would not
only record the chemical makeup ofher current layer and begin analyzing it, but also
precisely record the arrangement ofartifacts as she went deeper in search ofanswers. She
had to admit that his instruments were infinitelyuseful, removingthe need for her to draw
the contents ofeach grid for every-Iayerofearth with pen and paper, as the old archaeologists
did, but she would never let a machine do the discovering for her. That was one area this
archaeologist would never surrender.
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The small lights on John's machines winked as they thought anda barelyperceptible
humming soundechoed fromthe walls ofdirt. John securedthe paper-thin screen that
showed an ever-changing bird's-eye view ofthe excavation to brackets sunk between the
clear plastic ladders.
"There we are," he said, indicatingboth the readinessof the equipment and the top of
their heads on the screen. She glanced up at the display, her mass ofshort, dark-brown,
slowlygraying curls and John's sparse and utilitarian-short blond liair centeredand focused.
Though they were the same age, her dark locks held a firmer trace ofthe passage oftime.
"I see that. You still look like a sergeant," she said, eyes now firmly fixed on the
mostly rusted nail she was uncovering.
"And you still look like a rough-cropped farmer's daughter. In my case, old habits die
hard. What's your excuse?"
"A mixture of laziness and usefulness," she said, putting her trowel in her front bib
pocket'as she leaned forward to blow dirt from around the nail, freeing it from the earth's
surface. "I don't like eating hair, though it would most likely be an improvement over
bre^fast," she said, indicating her abandoned mug with her brush.
"At least we're not in Greenland," he said, stifling a yawn, "I'd rather eat that nail."
This time it was impossible for her to hide her smirk, so she rose and handed him the artifect.
"There you go. You can play assistantuntil my studentsget here. Bag and catalogue.
Sergeant." ^ ,
"Yes, ma'am," he saidwith a crisp mock salute. - ,
She shook her head for his benefit as he lopedoffto find the cataloguing equipment.
In the three years they had beenworking together, they had passed from a profound dislike
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for each other'sprofessional styles ofarcheology to tentative acceptance, and finally, to a
cautious friendship. John waspart ofthenew school ofarchaeology, students produced inthe
last twenty years, whofirmly believed in the superiority of the computer-enhanced scientific
method. John and the others ofhis breed had little use for the old way ofarchaeology, the
slowremoval of layers, the slowrecovery of artifacts. Asfar as Johnwasconcerned, the past
was saferwhere it was, under the ground, preserved there for later generations to discover.
WhileKatherine agreed that the earthnicely protected the past in its enfolding layers, it was
hard to imaginethat future generations, robbed ofbeing able to see and touch the past,
wouldn't lose all interest in historyand the point ofall thiswould evaporate. Though she'd
been educated in the same university system, her tactile approach and curiosity had been part
ofher since her beginning.
"Mother, what were the people like who camebefore us? Why did they make this?"
she had asked as a child every time she found some old thing half buried on the reservation.
When she was a young woman, wonying about how future generations would feel about the
past seemed^, &r less interesting than devouring all the knowledge she could about ancient
people, places, and things. However, as she progressed through her program ofcourses she
began to realize that young people like her, and the money they brought with them, breathed
life into sagging anthropology departments. If it weren't for the renewal of interest among
the young, there would be no archaeology on Earth. Museums like the Institute would spend
all their time and money displaying not the artifacts ofEarth, but the artifacts the military
was bringing back from the far-flung planets that FTL rocket-drive enabled humanity to visit
within the human life-span. The hunger for Xenoarchaeologyhad already taken its toll on the
discovery ofEarth's past.
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"We do not yet knowourselves. Howcanwe propose to knowanything about other
species, alienlife?" she often asked her students. None ofthenewest students cared about
what was under their feet; the lure ofthe stars and the new possibilities they held for the
improvement of human lifewereoverpowering the search for answers in thepast. Students,
andtheir money, weregoing into space. Anthropologists wereforced to "go begging," unable
to supportexcavations on department revenue garnered from student fimds. A handful of
museumorganizations like the Institutewere the only hope for continued explorationsinto
Earth's past. It seemed sort of sacrilegious to admitit, butKatherine knewthe recovery and
sale ofartifacts was the only way to ensure that archaeologists could continue to solve the
great puzzle that was humanity.
Part ofthe reason Katherine was here was to teach the next generation of
archaeologists, to show them both her method and John's, to give them the option of
choosing how they were going to marry the two styles, for ifthe tradition were to survive,
that was what was going to have to be.
She watched John as he returned and made a few adjustments-to his equipment.
Enigmatic and evasive, he did not make a good instructor, so he left the teaching up to her
because "according to the paperwork, you're the one in charge here." They had four students
because their two universitiesco-operated. Thesefewwere the only anthropology majors
who chose to-continue their studies in graduate school on Earth instead ofon the several
distant planets where xeno-digswere takingplace. Katherinehad to admit that it was exciting
to consider non-human intelligent life, but what ofher own work? Should she abandon years
ofstudy to run offand learn about an entirely new culture? Shewas the only scholar
currently working on the "dark ages," a time when man had learned enough about ferming
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that he needed no new andimproved mechanical discoveries, a time when religion was so
satisfying thatpeople need notquestion their place onthis great ball ofdirt. People didn't
need thenewest thing that came along to afifirm man's genius, man's superiority. A time
without the terror ofthe vast unknown universe. A time that lasted for centuries and yet
fmally collapsed; Today, noone cared about Christianity anymore. Dead religions were only
interesting ifthey involved bloody human sacrifice orweird stone monuments thatforetold
astronomy. It wastaboo to discuss Jesus, hewho was believed fortwoand a halfmillennia to
be llie SonofGod,, virtually forgotten.
"You asleep over.there?" John asked.
"What? Uh, no," Katherine said, realizing that she'd been staring at the ground
between her boots for some time: She really needed some cofFee.i Faint voices intruded on
them, echoing weirdly into the pit. . .
"Here come the kids," he said, nodding his head toward the door, up out ofthe pit,
beyond their sight. She could now distinguishMatthew's rarely serious tenor and Beth's
cunning alto as they bantered with each other. Ah, to be in one's early twenties again. By the
time her students started climbing down into the pit, backpacks bulging with their own brush
kits and thinkmodules, Katherine, after her restless night, was ready for a break.
She stood and watched the four ofthem make their way down into the dig. Matthew
and Beth took ladders near enough to each other to continue then* argument.
"But you have to agree that it's much more efficient to mechanically record all data,"
Beth was saying;
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"Yeah, hntyou have to agree that it's fun toactually hold something inyour hand
that'sa thousand years old. Don't you ever want totouch anything?" he replied, slyly, as he
jumped the last few rungs to land on-site.
Beth sighedwithexasperation,"/ don't need to fondle things inorder to think
intelligently," shesaid, hereyes fiill of laughter asshe glanced atKelly and jSnished her
descent.
"Yeah, but-" Matthew startedto say, but Katherine decided to step in, trying to
ignore Kelly' s giggles.
"Ifyou two arequite finished..." She said, raising hereyebrow at them, expressing
both her amusement and her desire for them to get to work. She indicatedthe placewhere she
had just exhumed the nail with her fat #20 brush.
*TDiscovery awaits," she said and her students got their tools out oftheir packs.
Matthew pulledout his brushkit, obviously wanting to backup his argument withBeth
through practice as she prepared one of John's.chromemachines that analyzed soil contents.
"Matthew, you and Beth work on three through nine, Kelly, Joe, sixteen through
twenty-two," she told them, walking around the grid, indicating their assigned areas.
She wanted them to concentrate on the two places where John's sensors indicated the
stone monolith would soon be uncovered. The enthusiasm ofher students when they
uncovered artifacts doubled the excitement for everyone else. She hoped they'd uncover it
today, but wasn't sure of that. To preserve the suspense, she'd forbidden John from telling
any ofthem how fer they were from it, though from that familiar gleam in his eyes, they were
close. Beth and Joe, both graduate students under John's supervision, concentrated on
chemical analysis, while Matthew and Kelly, both graduate students under Katherine,
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removed layer afterlayer of earth. John recorded theplacement of everj^thing as theywent
and Katherine usually advised the two cross-university teams andcatalogued whatthey
uncovered. Both teamsworkedwell together, despite the tendency for conversation, and they
often made,quite a bit ofprogress.
"I'll be right back," Katherine said, stretching themuscles in herneck. "John can
inform you all about the strata we are currently excavating while I get some fresh air." He'd
haveall kindsof use&I differences to pointout, especially nowthat theyhad at last exhumed
the earliest layer of landfill. Both Johnand her students groaned as one. Theirdislikeof
John's highlytechnicalmethod oflecture and his equal dislike oftrying to translate his
knowledgeinto wordswas a nmning joke. "It'll be good for the lot ofyou," she replied to
their inarticulatecomplaints. She heard John fumbling for words as sheclimbedthe ladder.
"Uh, well," he said, preparing his lecture voice, "this layer is compressed earth from
beneath the landfill, like the last 31 layers. Unlike those, this layer contains no trace elements
of the solidified carbon we discovered earlier...", John said.
*He means charcoal briquettes," Matthew said under his breath to Kelly.
"... and is without trace of liquid or gaseous fluorocarbon or chlorofluorocarbon
products, or other chemicals that ate away the atmosphere,later,in the information age;.
"He means refrigerants," Beth whispered loudly.
"And, ifyou note your chemanzers, no trace offlammable hydrocarbons..." John's
voice faded as Katherine took herself out into the sunshine.
"He means gasoline," she said to herself as she looked out across the camp, a
mismatched collection ofmulticolored tents perdied on top ofa crumbling landfill. Small
transports buzzed loudly as they swooped through the skyscrapers that ringed the cordoned
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off area. NewLondonwas awakeandbusy, readyfor the new spaceport. Shesawthat their
resource manager, Ruth, whom they playfully called "camp cook," was taking advantage of
the coolmorning air and sunshine by sorting rations outside while testing the stoutness of a
recycled collapsible chair. Thesilver packets reflected the sun, its rays bouncing offthem,
unable to add nourishment to the food inside, a sterile and tasteless assortmentofsterileand
tasteless food. Ruthhadbeentrying to, as she said, "spicethemup" bymixing themwith her
vast collection ofchemical taste enhancers.and more traditional, highly valuable, dried herbs
ofindeterminate age. .Though her efforts were heroic, the rations continued to "in noway
resemble" edible food, accordingto Ruth. She didworkwonderswithwhat shewas given,
though theywere nothing like Ruth's grand productions back at the imiversity. One ofthe
packets slippedthroughRuth's fingers as Katherinewatched, falling to the tarp-covered
ground. The entire campwas set up on tarps and a networkofwires that held the crownof
the landfill in place: City people had dumped trash here for four hundred years, effectively
raising this comer ofthe island another thirty feet above seaievel before they paved over the
fill to build yet another suburb ofLondon. Katherine's team didn't have to crack the shell of
that top layer themselves; the clamor for an Eastern Hemisphere Spaceport had driven
commercialists to consider this site as a possible construction zone. Now that FTL rocket
drive made interstellar travel possible for the common man, demand for a new spaceport to
answer this hunger skyrocketed. , r i . . r .
One ofthe whizzing air-cars, its driver curious about this wide area
uncharacteristically 6*66 ofbuildings, swooped in low over the excavation site, immune to
Ruth's shouted curses as the driver's propulsion jets;blew over her chair. The car circled
widely around the area and, curiosity satisfied, took itself up and out ofsight ofthe barren
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earth. Katherine stared after theretreating motorist. Perhaps itwas thenature ofman to reach
out and away, toward thenew, away from theold. Abandoning this slowly dying planet.
Abandoning his roots. Katherine closed her eyes and surrendered tothe sun, natural warmth
soaking into her limbs, the soft light turning her eyelids pink. This was what was truly real,
this sunthathad shone onevery living creature that walked this planet, forever, eternal. She
could smell the disturbed earthevenoverthe lingering fiiel scents, and thewarmsunfended
offthe cool breeze coming in from thecoastjShe felt almost asthough shewerea child
again, hundreds ofmiles from this place, this time, standing intheMidwest ofNorth
America, realgrassswaying in thewind, brushing her shins, real insects twittering and
buzzing and leaping around her, clean air inherlungs, thesmell of the lastwild rose
lingering, dying in the autumn field. Home. Howmany years had it been? Twenty? Twenty-
five?A long timeto wander without roots. A longtimeto fosterbitterness. Shehadbeenthe
youngestchildofthe last family to liveon the land. The last family to holdontoland,
sheltered by the flimsy andultimately inadequate protection of reUgious separatism. The last
familyto have land takenbythe newly converted and improved government, landwhichthe
returnedKing declared a sacredrefugewhen shewas fifteen. The last family to try to find a
place in the big cities that now dominated the globe.
At least she possessedher memories of that place, a lastii^ shelter ofmemoryin her
mind. She remembered many quiet times there, times^when the tourists her fether allowed to
visit the last refuge ofwild fauna and flora were gone, times when the work was done, times
for sitting and listening to what nature was left.
Preservation. Wasn't that why she had this job? Someone had to remember and
recreate what life was like before machines made food, built houses, and improved
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transportation. Someone had topreserve the past. People needed to know the secrets locked
below. Secrets that translated into survival. Roots for every person.
Her com buzzed, the small bit of plastic strappedto her wrist demandingher
attention. "Katherine," Dr.Mark's rough, annoyed voicetransmitted throughthe small
speaker, "did you forget our meeting?" ' ..
She sworeunderher breathbeforetapping herwrist and responding, "Be right there,
sir." Ruth, who had just righted thejumble ofher.collapsible chair, grimaced sympathetically
in her direction. Dr. Mark, head ofexhibitions at the Institute,was a man oflittle patience;
LikeJohn, Dr. Mark believed in the machines that accomplished modemlife, machines that
hurried work and lessened expense. Shejoggedquickly across the lumpytarp-covered re&se.
"We've almostgot it, we've almostgot it,we've almost got it..." shechanted, trying
to convince herself as she ran.
When she got to her tent, he was waiting, his projection shimmering slightly because
ofthe distance.of the signal. As usual, his perfectly tailored suit was impeccable. His black
hair, some ofit real, some transplanted to repair his rapidly receding hairline, was
immaculately combed, his carefully trimmed goatee hiding his increasing age.
"Hard at work, I see," he said, glancing down at her dirty fece. She flinched and
imaginedwhat her projection in his white and silver office must look-like. A thinmiddle-
aged woman, wild dark curls a mess on her-brow, thin wire glasses, an affectation ofa long-
gone age, smudged and askew on her bony nose. At least her brown skin worked to hide
some ofthe dirt her rumpled khaki button up synthfyber top and cargo shorts did not. She
hoped he wouldn't notice her well-worn boots—^theywere so thin in the toes that her left
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sock would soon be showing. They were real leather, and had belonged to hermother. The
dirt that graced them was honestly gained.
"Hello, sir. Goodmorning," Katherine said,, straightening her usual slouch. Without
further preamble, she reported the wooden remains so far discovered and filled him inonthe
current stateof the excavation. Though shetriedto sound as scientific and progressive as
possible, he looked disappointed. t'Ofcourse," she found herselfsaying, ''the object the
Institute first detected is still below the surface, but we are nearly ready to discover its
significance." r .
He sighed, an expression of displeasure fi"ozen on his face. "My dear Professor
Kiowa, it' s been two weeks. The Institute is stillwaiting for results. Flemming's team in the
Caribbeanhas already extracted several artifacts for an exhibit, includinga mostly intact
Spanish galleon. I need something tangible."
Katherine ground her teeth. Damn that MargieFlemming. She didn't care about the
context fi-om which she ripped artifacts; she just took and sold, and ignored the cultural
record she destroyed in the process. People like her didn't deserve the title "archeologist";
they were simple grave robbers. The last thing Katherine needed was for some unethical
crackpot to make her look even worse in the Institute's eyes. "I know. Dr. Mark. Because my
partner and I are teaching the next generation of archaeologists as we excavate, we are forced
to move at a slightly less breakneck speed than Flemming. Focusing on revealing the objects
John detected has limited my ability to secure smaller exhibits. Just a few more days and
we'll have something for you."
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"I've beenlistening to you say 'just a few more days' for twoweeks, Kiowa. You and
yourteam are running outof time. TheInstitute will have no choice but to direct its
attentionselsewhereifyou don't have something for us by Friday," he said.
"I'll talk to you then. Goodbye."
The carefully groomed overweight manwinked out of viewasKatherine mumbled
farewell to the emptyair; Sheknewthat Dr.Markwaseventually goingto losepatience, but
she hadhoped theywouldhaveat least another week. Howwere they supposed to excavate
several sections ofa large object in three days?Ifhe pulled the Institute's funding, they
would have to abandon this dig. Neither her university nor John's had enough money to
continue the project alone.
The Institute was funding this dig only because ofthe combination of its commercial
value and the government's requirement that all construction areas be surveyed. The Eastern
Hemisphere Starport board, like any project workingwith government money, had to call in
"a team ofqualified archaeologists" before construction began to remove any "artifacts of
cultural significance." She and John were the only available archaeologists willing to work
on Earth for what the Institute was offering. That amount would have been limited to a
minimal scanning fee for John's equipment if his preliminary scans hadn't found three large,
solid objects deep below the landfill that were too regular to be natural. Objects that were
more than a thousand years old, a sufficient age for the Institute to be very interested. The
Institute's museumswere filled to the brimwith old combustion engines and computers;
artifacts this old were novelties and therefore had commercial value.
The Institute, although under pressure and time constraints fi-om the EHS, paid
Katherine and her team ofarchaeology students to carefiillyrecord the past that was about to
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beeradicated. The Institute was planning a "History ofEngland" exhibit that would require
every bit of information Katherine's team could find. Though the museum wanted this badly.
Dr. Mark could always shift hisweight to enforce theemphasis onone oftheother exhibits.
It really was unfair ofhim to demand both quality and speed. Though her team had been in
England foronly three weeks and on-site for only sixteen days, Katherine felt that they had
made enormous progress; the entire footprint where the starport was going tobehad been
clearedofsurface debris and the chunksoftorn permacretethe starportcontractors left
behind had beenhauled away. They hadalready scanned, recorded, and parceled outthe area
into careful sections for excavation, but had spent the last ten days digging 'the pit" to get to
the artifact. Interesting thingslikeoldstone ^d wooden buildings and older trade route roads
could onlybe brieflynoted andrecorded because the focus of the digwas the largeobject.
Katherinewas thankfiil for the opportunityto dig, but she couldn't help feeling angry
that it wasn't goingto be done right. Countless piecesof the puzzle werebeinglost despite
the emphasis she was putting on careful documentation. The point ofan excavationwas to
reconstruct the way of life that had gone before, not to just recover a few pretty things people
would pay to see. How could pulling some large something or other from the earth and
setting it up in a museum fiilly reveal how the people lived, why the object was there, or what
the significance ofthat object was? Katherine shook her head. This was just one more
example ofhow learning has limits, how education has always been slave to economics, and
how the great grinding wheel ofprogress wipes out all that has passed before, the wisdom
and mistakes lost to time.
As Katherine turned to leave her tent, one hand smoothing her curls as she shook her.
head,Matthew almost ran into her. '^ We've found it. Doc," he gasped, eyes shining.
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m. IN PRINCIPIO ERAT VERBXJM
She reached the excavation tent and found Beth, Kelly, and Joe hunchedover grid
eight with John setting something uponatripod behind them. From above she could see that
they had indeed uncovered thetip oftheartifact and were all working to fiirther reveal itwith
theirbrushes. She quickly climbed down thecreaking ladder, Matthew onherheels, and
hastily, but carefully, hopped through thegrid-squares to reach them. They made room for
herto gaze at thetip ofthe object. Itwas stone, starkly pale against thedirt asthe layers of
earthwerebrushed from its granite shoulders. Everyone had abandoned their assignments in
excitement, and their eyesweretrained on this thingfor which theyhadbeen searching and
digging for two weeks.Katherinequicklydelegated the grid-squares directly around the
stone to her students and joined in the frenzy ofremoving earthwhileJohn recorded
everything.
"The object is approximately thirty degreesto the planeof incidence, depth ofthirty-
fourth grid level..." John's voice described and interpreted the object, an important
supplement to his visual recording as his machines began casting beams of light on the find,
delegating new horizontal as well as vertical grid coordinates. Katherine thought it was eerie
how the machines knew which vertical objects were people and which were artifacts. The
jagged tip ofrock, now covered with pink stripes of light, became the broken end ofa rough
rectangle. It didn't look like it was much more than the lintel stone ofa house, until the
evidence of some tool work on its surface was revealed. Katherine found the first letter.
"John, get a zoom shot ofthis," she said, pulling out a compression air bush and
blowing dirt out of the figure that looked like a reversed number seven.
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"Looks like those runes we found m Greenland," Matthew said.
"That's whatwe're herefor, but don't jump to conclusions. Let's seewhat else we
havehere..." Katherine said. Her brushwas revealing moreletters: a letter"F" with a kinkin
thearms; an"H"with two crisscrossed middle bars; another'T" with thearms slanting
down; the line oftext ending atthe roughly carved edge ofwhat appeared tobea bas-relief
picture. Their dusty hands worked to slowly reveal a stone monument with images and what
seemed to be words carved into its face. Katherine knew immediately that this artifact was
going to beworth a fortune to theInstitute; many, many people would becurious enough to
pay to see this. Norse artifacts were often found with runes, butrarely with images. These
facts justmight allow herto convince theInstitute to give them thetime they needed to
properly excavate it.
"John, callLuke,wouldyou? We're goingto want his impression onwhatthese
letters spell out.Kelly, get the casting material. Joe, Beth, please get the clean kitsfrom my
tent.Matthew, keepbrushing," shesaidwhilequickly typinga codeonherwrist
communications unit to call the Institute, "I think we've got Dr. Mark's pay dirt."
They slowly brushedawaymore earth,- taking samples, recording any other piecesof
wood they discovered as they revealed the three-foot long fragment ofcarved stone.
Katherine found more letters: two long parallel lines; a'T" with the loop slipped half way
down the pole; two joined triangles that looked like an angular ''B". These were above the
line oftext first excavated. Matthew was trying to make sense out ofthe letters with the runic
alphabet he'd memorized on their Greenland excavation. He'd written his semester-end paper
on the words they'd found on shields and tombstones there.
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"I," "TH," "B," that's this line,"Matthewsaid, scribbling on his green
waterproofnotepad. '"'L," "O," "D,""AE," is the first we found, that is, if these canbe
translated the sameway. These don't soundanything like the dialectwe foundup
north...Can you make any sense ofthat, Doc?" He asked.
Katherine looked at his notes. "You've translated this quite fast.We can't be sure it's
the Nordic futharc alphabet... might be German."
"Well, there's a bit of stonemissing here. I'm not sure if that first letter is right, but it
couldbe the parallel of"M," that'd be "mithblodae." What language is that?"He asked.
"Matthew, we're in England. What languagedo you think it is?" Beth said
sarcastically. Beth's quick assessmentofthe.situation startledKatherine. Yes, OldEnglish
soimded like that. But why was it carvedin runes?TheEnglish used the Roman alphabetto
write their language.
Katherine could hear John, on his headset behind her, calling Luke, their "secret-
weapon" medieval specialist. His renown couldgive them the boost they neededto keep the
Institute's interest.
"Lixke, get down here. We've found it and it does havewriting on it." He paused. "I
don't know," John was saying, failing to keep the excitement out ofhis voice, plugging one
ear against the noise of their chattering students, "but it looks like chicken scratches."
Katherine could hear Luke's voice very faintly. He had to be shouting in John's ear.
"Rues? Oh, sorry, of course, runes. Can't hear you very well. Yes, could be Norse.
Come on down here before Katherine beats you to the translation." John said goodbye and
terminated the communication. She knew that last statement would spur Luke on like nothing
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else; he hated being out-scholared. She was good with dead languages, but no one understood
the nuance ofculture and turn ofphrase like Luke.
Matthew's translation, *'niithb lodae," sounded like Old English, but shecouldn't
think ofany words inher limited OE vocabulary that matched these. Luke could translate
Old English faster than he could read letters from his wife. She.knew that vAthMatthew's
help interpreting the runes he'd have its meaning faster than they could uncover it. But what
did it mean? Whymixthe two? Could thisbe some sortof cross cultural key? o:
While Kelly, Joe, and Beth uncovered more runes and thefigure carving, Katherine
carefully cleaned what they'duncovered so far, gathering samples of earth for John's
chemical analysis, as they waited forLuke to catch a taxi from Oxford. As she'dhoped, the
stone appeared roughly carved by some sort ofhand tool, lacking the precision of
mechanization, the letters obviously hand-chiseled. Thatmeant it was old, veryold.Deep
gouges intherock formed images, rounded edges that some long dead craftsman shaped with
hisownhands. ' - ;
As her students worked, Katherine stood back and tried to make sense ofthe
unpainted carving. Twohuman figures were emerging from the dirt, long-haired anddressed
in robesor draped clothof somekind, a style thatwas nearly as agelessas humanity itself
Theywere facing each other and held betweenthem a lumpymass ofsomethingthat they
were pullingapart. The picture had morewords carved under it, traditionalLatin alphabet:
"+SCS PAVLVS ET A." Some was broken away, "FRE ERVNT PANEM IN DESERTO."
Her Latin was far more rusty than her Old English; she'd need to wait for Luke. Three
languages?What could this have meant?Was the stone some kind of landmark? The Rosetta
stonethat had provided the key to translating Egyptianhieroglyphsseveralcenturies ago had
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been discovered with Latin and Greek ontwo ofits faces. Ifthis stone was some sort ofkey,
a translator between Latin, Norse, and English, they were going to berich.
By the time Luke got there, the first segment ofthe object, afour-foot long piece of
mottled gray stone, had been excavated and cleaned, and Matthew had wntten down and
phonetically transcribed both the runes and the sounds each rune represented. When she
heard the sound ofan approaching taxi, Katherine climbed out ofthe pit towatch it land.
Luke stumbled outof theback seat, holding his battered felt fedora to his head and
nearly forgetting to pay the driver in his excitement. Katherine put her hand on Luke Sibony
shoulder, suddenly afraid that he would blow away as the taxi lifted off, heading back into
the sky.
"We've really found it this time, Luke. Latin carved in the Latin alphabet, and Old
English carved with Norse runes."
"O-O-OE inrunes, did you say?" Hestammered. Inhis astonishment, he puthis hand
over his chest, forgetting thathe was still holding his hat. Kfis wiry gray h^ bristled onthe
top ofhis head, standing out in all directions.
Katherine giggled. Luke was her favorite colleague. "Yes. You'dlike to see it right
away?" '
"Of course! Ofcourse, mydear. Oh, don't tease an oldmanaboutsomething like
this," he said, stuffinghis hat back over his hair and straightening his waistcoat.
"You'd thinkyouwere aboutto meet the Queen of Greater Europe," she said,
watchinghim clean his glasseswith a kerchiefhe'd pulled from a pocket somewhere.
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"In many ways, dear, I am. Youshould respect anything older thanyourself." He
peered at her over thesilver rims ofhis now-clean spectacles. "You'd do well to leam that
one of these days..
She grinned. "Come now. Professor Goldberg, I was only kidding. Whom doyou
know w^o respects you more than I do?" The startled look onhisfece made hergrin. "Shall
we?'Time waits for no man.'" She indicated the excavationlent-
"Of course," he said, surrendering this point and offeringKatherine his arm.
Lukewas one ofthose old-fashioned living artifactswho made the world ofacademia
go round. At eighty-nine, he hadrepeatedly refused retirement, saying that if the scrolls and
books he studied didn't need a rest for all their great age, neither did he. He had been
Katherine's outside-discipline advisor for her doctorate, writerofmany letters of
recommendation, andwas the only scholar stillworkingwith Christianartifacts. Only his
greart; age, the inherent unimportance ofacademicrenownto the world at large, and his
Jewish heritage saved him from claims ofheresy.
"So, what do you think?" Katherine asked, helping Luke into the excavation pit.
"Viking descendants recording one of their long Nordic ballads? Irish monks carving Latin
history?"
"Hmmm, let me see here, let me see..." He bent over to examine the artifact as she
steadied him. "Hmmm, yes, Latin here. PANEM IN DESERTO. It means bread in the
desert." Luke mistook her shocked look. "It's an old story, my dear. Hmmm, ancient, yes,
these two fellows, if I have the legend right, are named Paul and Anthony, recorded here as
'+SCS PAVLVS ET A.' A bit of something missing there." He indicated where the text was
broken away under the two men in robes. "Paul supposedly lived in a desert and was fed by a
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raven thatbrought himhalf a loafeach day. When Anthony visited him, the raven brought a
whole loaf Though howthe oldbird knew, I don't know. Looks like that's what's depicted.
Are you all right? You look ill."
Katherine felt the blood drainingfromher face and sat down abruptly. The dream.
The raven. It was her turn to stutter, "W-What does the OE say?"
"Your young friend almost had it right.Runicwriting in OE does not recognize
punctuation, wordboundaries, or even sentence endings." Lukewas nearly hopping in
excitement. "Mithb lodae" is "mith blodae" or 'Svith blood," and it's part ofa sentence."
"Here, lad, let me see your notes for the rest." Luke tookMatthew's green notepad
and theyconcentrated onmaking senseof the alphabet he had recorded. Katherine usedthe
momentto gather her thoughts. Kelly andBeth were still trying to make a cast ofthe find
while Joe was cleaningthe portionsofwhat was excavated that they'd not cast yet. Johnwas
not looking at her; he was busy trying to analyze the chemicals in the soil that had touched
the stone's surface, chemicals that would tell them when the stone had lastibeen in the open
air.
Impossible. I am not dreaming ofwhat wefind before wefind it. It mustjust be some
weird coincidence. At the same time, her inner self countered her voice ofintellectual reason.
How many details didyou 'know?Raven, desert, bread, blood? How canyou, as a scientist,
deny that? How canyon, a childmixedfrom the bloodofthe last Christians and the last
mystics, deny your ancestral nature? She roughly smothered that thought. Andshare their
fate? I refuse to throwmyyears oftraining to thewindsfor the sake ofa dream. I'm sorry,
Oma. •
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"Katherine?" Johnwas sa5dng. "Areyouall right?" Hewas kneeling next to her, his
hand on her shoulder, concernwrinklinghis brow. She'd been coveringher mouthwith her
hand, but now she brushed his hand from her arm.
"I'm fine. Just startledat howquicklyLuke can translate these things."His
expression didn't change, buthedidn't push her. With onelastbackward glance, hereturned
to his work. Shewas relieved; Goodold John, easy to get rid o^ always ready to listen to her
words, not hermeaning. One littledreamcoincidence andl totallyfly offthehandle:Get a
holdofyourself, Katherine.
"Any progress?" She heard her voicebreakas she askedLukeandMatthew. She
cleared her throat. "Who's this Paul fellow supposed to be?"
Luke looked at her piercingly. "I think we need to talk alone for a moment."
Katherine's students lookedup at her fromtheir various crouches, each facewaiting
for her to say they could stay, each face burningwith innocent curiosity^ She closed her eyes
for a moment and unclenched her fists.="You heard the professor. Everybody out." She
waved them up the ladders, ignoring their groans and complaints. "Take this opportunity to
clean your tools," she said, turning their protests into something more mundane.
"Am I invited into the dead languages club?" John said, straightening from behind his
equipment. Katherine looked at Luke. He nodded.
"Neither ofyou is going to like what I have'to say; Paul was one ofthe apostles,"
Luke said.
"Gesundheit," John said; smiling.
Katherine said something that sounded equally German,- but far from a blessing. Luke
told her what she already knew, but didn't want to admit. She could hear Father's voice now.
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SaintPaul. DiedA.D. 67.Missionary to thegentiles. Authorof several Epistles. Theman
who hadsinglehandedly endedany hopeof selling this object to the Institute.
"What? Is that bad?" John asked.
"John, it's Christian. We're through," she said. She rubbedher forehead with one
hand. "Damn! I so wanted to continue our work in Germany next year." If there were so
muchas a hint of Christianity hovering aboutthis artifact, the Institute wouldn't touch it.
Katherine was alarmed to find herself so frustrated.
John stood very still, turning a thinkmodule over and over in his hands. "Katherine,"
he said. "How are theygoing to know? It's a picture oftwo men holding a blob."
"But.. .but it's our job to show the truth. To explain history," she stammered.
"Ifthey're not going to play fair, we don't have to either."
"Now, hold on there, youngsters," Luke said. "That's all going to depend on what you
find on the next few pieces. You did saytherewere two more? Ifthis thing has anypictures
ofChrist, that will be difficult indeed to cover up." .
"What have we got so far?" John asked.
"Aside from the picture? Your student's transcription, ifhe's correct, is "with blood
besmeared," on one side, and, "They mocked us twomen both together," on the other. It
sounds familiar to me, part ofan Old English poem."
^ "You see?" John said. "No Jesus there..." l .
"Let's not let our desperation carry us away, John," Katherine said. "We'll need to
look at the rest ofit to see ifyour plan will work."
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IV. EPILOGUS
"DeadLanguages" isawork inprogress; the fragment presented here represents the
beginning ofa longer work. Though this work isunfinished, all ofthebasic elements for a
longer tale are present, and many ofthose elements are forged directly from ideas generated
by my academic training The semi-autobiographical explication of"Dead Languages" that
follows shows the connection between this work ofcreative fiction and what I haye learned
in "the ivory tower." By showing this connection,-1 show how, like Lewis, a scholar may
utilize academia in order to write with "fantastic imagination."
'i
Exposition of "DeadLanguages": Meditations onImagination andAcademia
"DeadLanguages" waswritten in the summer of2001 as part of a course entitled
CreativeWriting 553x; TheLong Project.WhenI beganmywork for that course, I wrote:
[This work will be] similar to Lewis [... ] and yet uniquely
speaks frommy scholarlybackground. In English 512, history
ofthe English language, I wrote a paper examining the
Ruthwell Cross, a monolithic stone with parts ofthe dream
vision "The Dreani ofthe Rood" inscribed on it in the ancient
runic alphabet. I find this particularpiece intriguing, andwould
like to incorporate it in my story. Fd also like to includemy
knowledge ofarchaeology in the story, a profession that might
be the inspiration for my niain character. Because I'd like this
story to be fantastic, it might either take place fer in the fiiture
or in our time in a way that transcends our experience (simil^
to Borges's "The Circular Ruins"). My plans for this work are
still vety nebulous, but1w^ed t6 incoi^orate whatI find
fascinating about our past, imagining daily life in times not my
own, but from the perspective of someone like me who is
"looking back."
From the very beginning the eventual aim of"Dead Languages" was to be a part of
this study ofcreative writing and scholarly learning. Though 'Dead Languages" has evolved
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over sevendifferent drafts, sometimes changing radically, it has always retainedmy personal
scholarly and creative stamp.Not surprisingly, that stamp includes several aspects of
anthropology, history, andEnglish, as well as personalbackground.
The influence ofmy undergraduate anthropology degree is perhaps, at first glance,
most prominent in "Dead Languages" primarily because it is the vocation ofthe main
character and is also a concern or interest of all the supporting characters. My choice to
highlight this particular profession is closely related to the Ruthwell Cross itself I find it
interesting to imagine finding such a unique relic, one that is so steeped in history.
I first learned ofthis artifact in a medieval literature English class. Readings
begiiming with "Caedmon's Hymn," "The Ruin," "The Wanderer," and ending with "The
Pearl" invoked a discussion about medieval allegorical dream vision poetiy. One such poem
is "The Dream ofthe Rood," a dream vision told partly fi*om the point ofview ofthe cross on
which Jesus was crucified. I was struck by this anonymous medieval author's creative use of
narrative to tell a story from the point ofview ofan inanimate object. When I later learned
that the earliest version of"The Dream ofthe Rood" we possess today was from inscriptions
on an artifact, a stone cross that now sits in a church in Scotland, I was enchanted.
The Ruthwell Cross embodies several aspects ofmy scholarly study. Firstly,' it is
related to my studies in anthropology because it is an artifact. Secondly, it is related to my
study ofhistorybecause it is a productof my favorite time period, theMiddle Ages, and
because I havewritten papers about the runic languagefor historyseminars. Thirdly, the
Ruthwell Cross is tied in severalways to my studies in English; I've studied it while studying
historical linguistics, translated the poemit bears for an OldEnglish class, and studied the
"dream vision" genre ofmedieval writing of which the poem is an example.
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The Ruthwell Cross served as inspiration for "DeadLanguages" much as Christian
allegory inspired Lewis's TheVoyage ofthe"Dawn Treader". Like Lewis, I had anagenda,
something to say, with"DeadLanguages" andtheCross, allegory, and science fiction
seemed thebestwayto transmit my ideas about andgarnered fi"om anthropology, English,
and history whilemixing in, likeLewis, a "richconcentration of all [... ] most intensely felt
and enjoyed as a reader" (Wilson 220).
My studiesin anthropology seemthe most:distant to me; mygraduate study has
focused onEnglish andoccasionally wandered into the realm ofhistory, but I have had
virtuallyno contactwithmy anthropological roots for severalyears. It's not surprising that
'T)ead Languages" returns to anthropology, andKatherine's vocation is not where that
influenceends. The very description ofthe dig: grids of data being recorded, the use of hand
trowels and brushes to carefiilly remove the artifacts, and the designation oftasks fi^om a
professorto a cadre ofgraduate^dents are all things I've learned about excavations. The
building the characters have erected ovct "the pit" is based on one from a site I studied in the
Mediterranean, as is the reference to underwater archaeology there. The mention of tools
being made from stone is a nod to the flint-knapping I studied in the archaeolo^ ofpre
history. Also, the &ct that the excavation is taking place in a landfill is significant. Trash is
often the most important thing that anthropologists find from a people long gone, and much
ofan anthropologist's time is spent learning how to properly sort the discards ofa past
civilization. Even Katherine's hunger to discover and her excitement for the next project, the
concept of the ever-new find, are from the anthropologist's perspective.
In addition to the fects about the scienceofanthropology.that I applied to "Dead
Languages," I also included some ofmy interpretations and responses to anthropology as a
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discipline. I dobelieve, likeKatherine, that thefew times I handled actual artifacts from
excavations were those most filledwith learning potential. **Dead Languages" illustrates a
difference betweenthe modemarchaeologist andthearchaeologists of the past; likethe
unethical removal of items bythe characterMargie Flemming, many of thetreasures housed
in museums were taken from their contexts with little study and sold to the highestbidder.
It's obvious to us todaythat this is not thewayto discover howthe people livedwho came
before us. But how do we balance that with the need of students to see and handle artifacts, to
be enchantedby the past? The modernization of archaeology and the desire to preserve
artifactswithout disturbingthem is threatening the ongoingstudyofartifacts in museum
settings. The contradiction ofprotection versus hands-on studyand the education of students
is one that faces anthropologists, and the future of anthropology is uncertain. It is on this
future precipice that Katherine perches, a crisis over her very definition: the nature of
preservation.
Anthropology as a scholarly tradition is present on the surface of**Dead Languages,"
but the relationship ofthis fragment with my scholarly studies in history is at least equal to
that tradition. The references in "Dead Languages" to ray studies in history start with the
runes on the Cross. Like the character Matthew, I too wrote a paper about the runes of
Greenland and Iceland, drawing on a childhood fascination with these strange letters. My
fascination flowed from creativity to study and back again. I was intrigued by the life ofthe
Viking women that these Icelandic sagas told.
The fact that the Cross is buried in a landfill is also borrowed from my studies in
history. In a course about the history ofthe ancient near east, we studied the city ofTroy.
One possible site for this city took.years to excavate because it was buried beneath a trash
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midden. Centuries of subsequent people living inthesame place buried Homer's famous city
and sorting out thejumble ofanachronistic objects is part ofthechallenge both historians and
anthropologists face. This close relationship ofhistory and anthropology made being a triple
major easier, since many times my courses referred to each other. Forexample, theRosetta
Stone, thestone thatprovided thekey fortranslating Egyptian hieroglyphs, wasmentioned as
a landmark find in both historyandanthropology classes. It has always intrigued me; I
wondered what it would be like to discover something so momentous.
Placing the Crossunder the landfill in 'T)ead Languages," likethe ancient city of
Troy, gavemethe opportunity to add intrigue to mytale throughthe confiision of
information andjumble of times. A thousand, years of rubbish on top of the Ruthwell Cross
encourages the readerto question whyand howthe Crosswas so deeply buried. This
mystery, this question about how an objectmayhave found its way to this restingplace is, to
me, one of the more exciting aspects of the studyofartifacts. Further, Fve always believed
that the less exciting dry facts fi*om historyandanthropologycouldbe made more accessible
through creativewriting. Through the study ofthe past we learn the mistakes ofour
predecessors and how to prevent making the samemistakes in the future.
The study ofcreative writing has been something I've pursued throughout my
education. Before ever attending college, I became interested in the genre of science fiction
and fantasy as allegory, though I did not call it by that name at that time. As I gained
familiarity with that genre in college, I realized that it could transmit scholarly knowledge as
well as offer a "good read." My studies in the English department have centered on this goal,
the aim ofwriting creative narrative in order to transmit scholarly knowledge. 'T)ead
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Languages," though certainly influenced by anthropology and history, is most deeply related
to these studies, both asapiece ofcreative fiction and asmode oftransmitting knowledge.
As mentioned above, the Ruthwell Cross is a cornerstone that represents many
aspects ofmy college studies. The English side ofthese explorations began with the poem
"The Dream oftheRood," and my fascination with the author's innovation. Afi:er reading the
poem for a class discussion and translating itfor another course, I felt comfortable discussing
the poem while analyzing linguistic change in agraduate level course in the history ofthe
English language. Therein I studied the poem inscribed on the Ruthwell Cross indetailed
comparison with a later manuscript, revealing to me theusefulness oftheCross asan
allegorical symbol in "Dead Languages." It was simply notpossible forme to discuss
everything about theCross that intrigued me inthat course. The poem's connections tomy
studies in allegory, medieval literature, andlinguistics inspired meto begin "Dead
Languages" witha kind of"dream vision" ofmy own. "Dead Languages," like "TheDream
ofthe Rood" and The Vovase ofthe 'T)awn Treadef. is an allegory, but one that seeks to
entertain as well as ask questions. ..
This inquisitive quality ofwritingwasmostthoroughly taughtto me in my science
fiction courses. Sciencefiction also often requires subtleways to introduce the scientific
nature ofthe setting, diametriccharacters that represent opposing belief systems, and the war
between nature and technology. Like most science fiction, "Dead Languages" presents
another form ofthe most often pursued question in science fiction: what if? Though I am not
ofthe ranks of social commentators who make up early science fiction, I am part of the
secondor third generation, a group interested in melding the early methods ofimagination
with the particular social nature and problemsof mankind. Throughscience fiction, I write
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about how people interact, how society works, and what it leaves for others todiscover. The
future setting allows me toindicate that times have changed, but I'mnot explicit about
illuminating those changes.
Does this lack ofexplicit definition make "Dead Languages" an allegory? Mystory
does seem tobe presenting something on the surface, an unknown future, but isthe limit of
"Dead Languages" totell a story about a hypothetical future archaeologist's struggle? Much
of the science fiction that "Dead Languages" is modeled afterhas a didactic quality, a
"teaching ofamoral lesson" that is similar to allegory. As Iwas trained to see inmy science
fiction courses, themessage ofthe story overshadows thesurface story, the characters and
plot. The central theme of"Dead Languages" iswhether thepursuit of"truth" ismore
important than money and comfort. Katherine will have tomake a choice about the artifect.
Should she display thecross inamuseum asa Christian artifact although something has
happened to change theworidview toward Christianity? Should she disguise itsChristian
iconography inorder to sell it? Orshould she rebury it tobefound bylater generations? Each
ofthese choices embodies certain tradeoffs that are central to the character's morality. Each
embodies an allegorical comparison to the choices that scholars must make. It is this
contradiction, this conflict, that makesthis fiction, andby associationmy academic study,
interesting.
There is virtuallyno phrase in 'Dead Languages" that was formed in a void. Every
idea expressed therein is a resuh of my interests given life and form. WhenI readtheworkof
others, I can't helpbut notice that the ideas expressedseemto come from a similarsource.
People write from the world they find most interesting; people observe before they create.
The connection between scholar and writer is obvious and indelible.
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C. S. Lewis was one man who intuitively understood this connection. Hecreated
novels which arestill beloved, still considered spectacular and fun. TheVoyage ofthe
"Dawn Treader'' shows Lewis's love of adventure, narrative, andthe creative exploration of
self. Wehave seen howthisworkcontains many elements related to Lewis's study in
allegory and its relationship toThe Allegory ofLove. Lewis did not suffer the separation
between genres ofcreative writing and literary study. Like the wnters he read, his mind
worked with all that was init; every idea that had gone before was free, accessible, and ready
for interpretation and thought.
'T)ead Languages" incorporates awide variety ofideas, ideas that I personally and
purposefiilly mined from my scholarly experience. Anthropology, history, and all the
complex aspects ofmy study inEnglish make up this work. All scholars have a similar
database at their disposal, ifonly theartificial division between creative writing and literary
study can be surmounted.
Respect and "turf' arecomplex issues inthe academic world. It has always been a
struggle for professors ofboth literature and creativewriting to achieve and maintain
positions against theever-increasing cacophony ofnew voices. Atthesame time, locking
oneself intoa specific profession need notalso shackle themind. Thewell known example of
Lewis andmy own example of"Dead Languages" demonstrate thatthis division, while real
in the physicalworld, need not be real in the landof imagination.
TheVovage of the "DawnTreader '^ and "DeadLanguages" are bothexamples of
fantastic imagination in the ivory tower. Scholars, likeKatherine, havean immense landfill
of scholarly thought that has beenburied and yet sustains some kernel of truth that theywish
to explore. When scholars allowthemselves to journeytoward this exploration, they, like
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Eustace, may struggle with the pain oftransformation, but eventually find themselves
fulfilled by the process. The scholar and the creative writer need not be divided; they are one.
The ability to access this fertile collection ofknowledge tocreate fiction isnot unique
to Lewis, or to me. Scholars need only look to the writers they admire to see the influence of
scholarly study on writing, this crossing ofboundaries that has persevered for centunes. The
coming generations ofscholar-writers working their ways through the university system
won't knowthat there is a division between creation andstudy ifwe, the oldergeneration, do
notinform them. The coming scholarly edge will bedetermined notbythequestion, ''Whose
sideareyouon?" but rather, ''Whyaren't youonevery side?"
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